SANDRA CHEVRIER
The Cages; and the Reading Rooms of their Lives
October 15 - November 5, 2016
(Los Angeles, CA) - Thinkspace is pleased to present new works by Sandra Chevrier in the
gallery's first solo exhibition for the Canadian artist, The Cages; and the Reading Rooms of their
Lives. Based in Montréal, Chevrier creates mixed media works that combine sensuously
rendered portraits of women with painted and collaged comic book overlays of superheroes.
Manifold graphic segments and tear aways are used to obscure the facial features and bodies
of her subjects partially. These iconographic images of conflict and struggle are posted over the
contours of the flesh to create endlessly nuanced combinations, both heroic and dystopian in
their allusions. Chevrier creates beautifully strange alloys of body and print to convey a personal
terrain beset by social conflict.
In the artist's Cages series, the vulnerable and human is offset by images of the superhero in
varying situations of compromise, fragility, and struggle. The collision of identities both imperfect
and paladin, suggests a conflicted and difficult vision of femininity; one colonized by competing
ideals and expectations. Plastered both literally and figuratively with an illustrative veneer of
superhuman archetypes and ideals, at times themselves in a state of injury or defect, Chevrier's
women become embattled vessels containing a host of incongruous roles. Her paintings are
visually moody and dark, in spite of the primary colors and illustrative pictorials, and convey a
depth and discomfort that resonates.
Chevrier creates what she refers to as "masks" and "cages" from these comic book excerpts,
exploring both the external dictates and self-imposed restrictions to which the feminine is
subject. Her confine metaphor of scripted identity problematizes the reductive social roles
ascribed to women. Chevrier works with a combination of acrylic, watercolor, graphite, china ink,
pastels, and collage to create complex sequences of imagery. Each portrait is developed
intuitively and offers a simultaneity of scripts: heroism and weakness, beauty and imperfection,
order and chaos, revelation and withholding. Chevrier is interested in the flaws in these
narratives and seeks comic book references that capture moments of vulnerability and
contention: failures in the hero and chinks in his otherwise unassailable armor.
A constant dance takes place in these works. Fiction bleeds in and out of reality, and several
competing narratives obscure the identity of the subject. Ultimately, the imaginary and the real
are equally unreliable in their deceptions and Chevrier's portraits capture the multidimensional
mire of this human fraudulence. The constant pressure to perform clearly defined roles is at
odds with our true nature: we are all heroes and villains, successes and failures. Each face,
each body and each self is a patchwork of conflicting stories.

SEAN MAHAN
Rendered Problematic
October 15 - November 5, 2016
Concurrently on view in the Thinkspace project room is Rendered Problematic, featuring new
works by Sean Mahan. A mixed media painter from Florida, Mahan creates soft and subtle
figurative works in graphite and acrylic washes on wood panel. A cultivated nostalgia persists in
his paintings, as shadowy images of picturesque and serene children in light pastel and vintage
palettes handle records, dated appliances, and classic sewing machines. The wood grain is
preserved with a quality of transparency throughout, adding a dimension of warmth and organic
variance to the works.
Mahan's aesthetic conveys a human innocence and captures a strange sweetness, creating a
feeling of quietude. His portraits convey an ambiguity of time and place; it's a world of analog
hand making and pre-digital youth, one of childhood simplicity unmarred by adult
disillusionment. The consumption, impermanence, and disposable quality of modern culture is
far from these idyllic scenes of contemplative pause.
The object figures prominently as both an implement and subject in his imagery, suggesting its
primary role in the formation of identity. His works celebrate the outdated and obsolete by
representing older technologies, objects, and cultural ideals in an attempt to interrupt the
alienating, and dominant, momentums of discard and overuse.
Despite this seemingly idyllic staging in each piece, its stylized omissions point to a more
complex set of issues. Mahan is interested in the formation of identity in normative culture, and
the reductive imperatives that circumscribe it. Absent are any indications of that prescriptive
outside world in his works. The subjects themselves are independent, suspended in an
immaterial environment and displaced within the panel in the absence of defined physical
space. This spatial ambiguity and sparsity contribute to a feeling of melancholy throughout, as
though the images themselves offer an impossible beauty.

